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From reading the recently supplied material, it is my understanding that the reason given for the
proposed delay is to allow a re-assessment of local traffic flows which would be impacted by the
proposed development, and to develop suitable revised mitigation solutions.

The fact that this now has become necessary suggests that the original assessment was inadequate,
and inaccurate, which reflects my original concerns, amongst others, regarding impact on the existing
local road network. 

It was, and still is, my contention that any modifications, alone, to identified key road junctions to both
the M1 Motorway, and on other major routes in the surrounding area, will in no way eliminate the risk
of major congestion and gridlock which is likely to occur when major incidents occur on local roads.
Observation, of the consequences of such instances which already occur, demonstrate that the type
of changes proposed will have no significant impact in solving the problems caused.

Although recognising that comment that has been invited is to be restricted to the grounds for delay
(i.e. re-assessment of road infrastructure issues), I wish to re-iterate that my main concerns relating to
the RailCentral scheme remain:-

Lack of need (ref. existing DIRFT interchange, currently subject to major expansion).
Rail infrastructure issues (availability of, and interference to, paths on both WCML and
Northampton Loop line).
Civil engineering issues (impracticality of connection to WCML).
Environmental concerns (flood risk arising from limited run-off capacity in local watercourses).

It seems to me that, if the original assessment of road infrastructure issues ignored important
considerations, then the same ignorance may well be at the core of the proposals for the project as a
whole.

Graham Sturman.
(C.Eng., M.I.Mech.E retd.)




